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PERSONAL DETAILS
Phone: +971 50 551 6965

Email: nicki@filmcrew.me
Nationality: South African
Date of Birth: 13 July 1990

Driver's License: Yes
 

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

As a highly motivated individual with a passion for
creativity and attention to detail, I am excited to
transition from coffee sales to production. 

Throughout my career in hospitality and the FMCG
industry I have honed my communication and
customer service skills, while also developing a strong
sense of problem-solving and analytical thinking. 

My experience in customer-facing roles has taught me
the importance of meeting and exceeding
expectations, and I am committed to bringing this
same level of dedication to my work in production,
where I can utilize my ability to work collaboratively
with team, to streamline processes and improve
efficiency on set.

Worked on 2 TVC productions, 2 media launches and
featured in 20+ commercials as main or featured
talent.  Working as cast has taught me much about
patience, calm, focus and being creative, which can be
utilized in production.

 

WORK EXPERIENCE TVC PRODUCTION

                  CORE                    
 COMPETENCIES 

Leadership | Communication | Customer Care | Team
Player | Confident | Quick Learner | Adaptable |

Creative | Critical Thinker | Enjoys Problem Solving  &
Challenges | Divergent Thinker | Self Motivated |

- Worked along side the casting Director to cast and shortlist 72 main talents and 250 Extras for the
Commercial over a 5 day shoot.
- Assisted in pre-production with administrative support.
 - Managed all logistics with the Expo team for talents on set and ensured everyone arrived on time.
 - Was responsible for all the release forms to be signed daily for all cast.

Cast Assistant Coordinator 
 Big Kahuna Films | June 2021  - Expo Official Commercial

- Selected all featured cast and talents as per the PPM, worked with 15 featured and 20 extras.
- Assisted in pre-production with administrative support and was the point of contact for all agents.            
 - Ensured all talents arrived on time and took care of everyone on set. 
 - Took care of post production finances for all selected talents.

Cast Assistant Coordinator 
 DejaVu Production House | November 2022  - DTC FT Shaquille 'O Neal

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
Hillgrove Secondary School - South Africa

Grade 12 - 2008

Oval International - South Africa
Diploma - Tourism Management, 2009-2010

Oval International - South Africa
Bachelor of Commerce Degree in Tourism Management, 2010 - 2011

- Assisted with selection of models wardrobe.
- Assisted with hair and wardrobe on set.            
- Arranged an extra selection of costumes for different scenes. 
- Ensured the team was taken care of on set.

Production Assistant
Saeed Bintowq Photography | December 2022  - Airwerks Studio (Luxury Vintage Cars)

- Ensured set was completely covered and protected as we moved equipment around very delicate
surroundings.
- Ensured cast and crew were taken care of on set.
- Ensured all talents where checked in, received, all release forms were signed and talents paid accordingly.
 - Worked alongside the Client, Agent and Crew to ensure all production needs were met.

Production Assistant
Mata Films | February 2023  -  Fouquets Dubai

CAST WORK 

- ADGM(Abu Dhabi Global Markets), 2021
- Etisalat Smiles, 2021
- McDonalds Classics Remastered, 2021
- Joyallukas Jewelry, 2021
- Raffaelo Chocolate, Diwali Campaign, 2021
- Expo 2020 Closing Ceremony, 2022
- Pepsodent, 2022
- ADCB (Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank), 2022
- Harnkara - Clothing Brand, 2022

- Abu Dhabi Tourism - Summer But Different, 2022
- Experience Abu Dhabi DTC Campaign, 2022
 - Amazon 11:11 Sale, 2022
- Warner Brothers Abu Dhabi, 2022
- Kulcha King, 2022
- Caribou Coffee - Valentines campaign, 2023
- Amazon - Ramadan/Eid Campaign, 2023
- Louvre - Bollywood Superstars, 2023
- Etisalat e&, 2023

Cast for the below Commercials:


